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Adoption Guidelines 

 Whereby we do not insist that you have a stable we do advise that unless you have a 
good ‘natural shelter belt’ that a field shelter is put in place to allow the equine(s) a dry 
standing area during bad weather conditions 

 — the majority of our equines are accustomed to being rugged in winter 

 
 A fresh water source will be required in each field 
 
 Fencing must not consist of barbed wire 
 
 Equines are herd animals so unless you already have one yourself you will have to 

adopt a pair 
 

 
 We have a strict “no breeding” policy—none of our mares can be used for breeding.  

We do not adopt out stallions. 
 
 Ragwort is poisonous to equines and should be removed from grazing fields 
 
 An ‘informal’ homecheck is carried out prior to adoption—this is an ideal time for you 

to ask any questions you may have. 
 
 When the adoption is taking place you will have to complete an adoption form which 

will state that in the event of you no longer being able to keep the equine(s) you must 
contact us so that arrangements can be made for it to return to our care.  None of our 
equines can be sold on. 

 
 
NB.  Due to Department of Agriculture regulations which we must adhere to 
we will need to request your Equine Premises Registration Number prior to 
the equine/donkey leaving our premises 
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Cleo is a lovely 5yr old filly who is approx 15.2h with nice conformation; she is neither 

heavy nor light boned so would be suitable for a variety of areas. 

 

She gets on well with both mares & geldings of all sizes.  She will come when called and is 

use to wintering outdoors with a rug on. 

 

Cleo is a blank canvass so she is ready for you to commence training her for riding work, 

showing, groundwork, etc. 

 

As with any new equine you take on it is wise to start slowly with groundwork to build up a 

mutually trusting relationship whilst preparing her for riding, etc 

 

If you would like more information on Cleo please contact us.  NB.  As is the case with all 

our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Cleo 
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Brie 

Brie is a beautiful 8yr old 15h light 

TB type mare 

 

She was re-backed and is looking 

for an experienced small 

lightweight adult/teenager to bring 

her to her full potential. 

 

Brie is a special mare who is loving 

& loyal and has so much to offer to 

the right owner. 

 

She is easy to handle, lead, rug, etc  

 

If you would like more information 

on Brie then please contact us. 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our 

females we DO NOT allow them to 

be used for breeding. 
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Gypsy is 8yrs old and approx 14.2 - 15h 

 

She is a sweet mare who is well handled.  She was in foal when she arrived into our care in 2013 so 

no training training work was done with her in the past year.  Her foal is now a year old so she is now 

available for adoption either with or without Katie, her filly foal. 

 

It is possible that Gypsy has been ridden in the past but we would recommend that she be started/

restarted with plenty of groundwork first to build up a relationship with her and give her a chance to 

raise her fitness levels. 

 

If you would like more information on this pretty mare then please contact us. 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Gypsy 
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Sky arrived into our care when she was approx 8-9mths old but as you can see she is no longer a 

baby!!   

 

Sky is now approx 15’2 and 5yrs old so is ready for training. 

 

A gentle soul, she needs a slow, patient, gentle owner who will bring her on to reach her full potential. 

 

If you are experienced and feel that you can provide Sky with all she desires in life then please contact 

us for further information. 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Sky 
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Finn is a 4yr old gelding & approx 11’2 to 12h 

 

Finn has gotten lots of handling and is showing how intelligent he is by the speed he is learning 

… he will make a nice clever pony to have around. 

 

With some more groundwork and gentle training for ridden work we can see that in the right 

hands this boy will make a cracking riding/jumping pony for a child. 

 

If you have the time & love to spare then contact us for more information on Finn  

Finn 
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Shelly is 3yrs old and approx 14’2 at the moment (she has possibly some growth left). 

 

A sweet girl who arrived through a cruelty case in 2014, she has gained all her weight and now just 

the muscle to bring back. 

 

Shelly is still a bit unsure about  being handled but does enjoy a scratch.  With some more handling, 

time & patience she will make a nice gentle mare for riding, etc.  

 

If you would like more information please contact us. 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

 

 

Shelly 
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Taylor is a cob gelding who is approx 11’2 and is 4yrs old. 

 

Taylor loves attention, good to lead & load and has just had his hooves done. 

 

Following  training he should make a lovely sturdy children’s riding pony.  

 

Of course if you do not have children you would still enjoy having Taylor around as he is very 

attentive and affectionate 

Taylor 
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Bobby is a 4yr old cob gelding who is approx 11’2 

 

He is a friendly boy who is getting better at handling so should be easy enough to train as a kids riding 

pony and/or small driving pony. 

 

Bobby is good to catch, lead & load and he loves attention  

 

If you would like more information on him please contact us. 

Bobby 
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Samson is a gelding who is rising 4yrs old and approx 11h2 

  

He is a sweet youngster who is coming on nicely with his handling and development. 

 

Another nice “project pony” for someone who has time, patience and love to give. 

 

This cute boy has two blue eyes and one leg which is almost fully white which are very endearing 

features. 

 

For more information please contact us 

Samson 
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Harry is a 2yr old cob gelding who is currently around 12h. 

 

A nervous boy, he requires lots of time, patience & TLC to help him become more sure of humans. 

 

If you feel you have the perfect home to help Harry see the good in people and prepare him for a long 

happy life then please contact us. 

 

Harry 
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Taz is a gelding who is rising 4yrs old and approx 11h2 

  

A nervous boy, he requires lots of time, patience & TLC to help him become more sure of humans. 

 

If you feel you have the perfect home to help Taz see the good in people and prepare him for a long 

happy life then please contact us. 

Taz 
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Mikey is a 2yr old cob gelding who is currently around 12h 

 

He was born here on the 2nd of April 2013 so has been handled regularly and comes when called, that 

said he still requires time & patience to teach him about being led, loaded, etc. 

 

With the right training Mikey should make a lovely riding cob when he is older.  His mother was a 

heavy cob and his father was a connemara. 

 

If you would like more information on Mikey please contact us 

Mikey 
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Marley is a 2yr old cob gelding who is approx 12h 

  

A nervous boy, he requires lots of time, patience & TLC to help him become more sure of humans. 

 

If you feel you have the perfect home to help Marley see the good in people and prepare him for a 

long happy life then please contact us. 

Marley 
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Katie is a 2yr old who is currently approx 12’2 

  

She was born here in 2013 so is well use to hustle & bustle.  Katie will come when called but will 

need time & patience to teach her about being led, loaded, etc  

 

A pretty girl, yes she knows it!!, she loves a good scratch and brush so who knows what her future 

could hold with the right training and time. 

 

If you feel you have the perfect home for Katie then please contact us. 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Katie 
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Rubin is a 7-8yr old Shetland gelding. 

 

Upon arrival into our care he was a “working” stallion so he can be a little bossy around other geldings 

when there are ladies nearby.   

 

Having said that he is a good lad who comes when called and is easy to lead, load, etc. 

 

If you would like more information on Rubin please contact us 

Rubin 
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Harry is a 4yr old Shetland gelding. 

 

A real case of curiosity getting the better of him from watching the other equines getting brushed, 

scratched, etc it was only a matter of time really before Harry decided humans were not really 

that scary at all.  He is still learning and building that trust but he is definitely moving in the right 

direction. 

 

If you would like more information on Harry please contact us 

Harry 
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Frankie is a 5yr old 10h pony mare 

 

She came from a bad background so is nervous around people.  She does not know about being led, 

loaded, etc so has lots of learning ahead of her  but with time & patience she should come around 

 

If you have the time to take on a project pony then Frankie could be the perfect one for you—for more 

information please contact us 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Frankie 
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Megan is a 5yr old 10h pony mare 

 

She came from a bad background so is nervous around people.  She does not know about being 

led, loaded, etc so has lots of learning ahead of her  but with time & patience she should come 

around 

 

If you have the time to take on a project pony then Megan could be the perfect one for you—for 

more information please contact us 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Megan 
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Abbey is a 3yr old 10h pony mare 

 

She came from a bad background so is nervous around people.  She does not know about being led, 

loaded, etc so has lots of learning ahead of her  but with time & patience she should come around 

 

If you have the time to take on a project pony then Abbey could be the perfect one for you—for more 

information please contact us 

 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 

Abbey 
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Patsy 

At 2yrs of age Patsy is obviously still growing, currently she is approx 10'2. 

A pretty grey girl with lots of character we feel Patsy could have a future in lead rein classes if 

she gets the right handling and training over the next two years or so. 

When she arrived to us she had not had any handling but despite this she is not fearful of peo-

ple or other animals, etc. 

If you would like more info please contact us. 

NB.  As is the case with all our females we DO NOT allow them to be used for breeding. 


